ABSTRACT
Capacitor banks, as part of power electronic converters within modern power systems, are vulnerable to failures which can cascade over time and which result from stresses placed on capacitor units from a power system. This study uses COMSOL Multiphysics® software to develop plots of electric field strength and evaluate regions of high electric field stress within simplistic capacitor modules. It finds that electric fields arise between adjacent elements, around foil edges, along the length of a draw lead included in the interleaved discrete-foil unit design. Moreover, as nonlinear voltage distributions arise in capacitor units, field stresses are shown to be unevenly distributed too.

INTRODUCTION
Renewable connections, power factor correction, and HVDC links all use power electronics and capacitor banks. Two HVDC converter station capacitor banks are in Figure 1: each has an array of individual capacitor units which sit on racks at tiered voltages, and which are connected to support reactive power and to form part of tuned filters.

Figure 1. Capacitor banks in an HVDC filter hall

SIMULATION AND RESULTS
Electrical circuit and electric currents interfaces are used to find voltage distributions for each foil in a unit, as shown in Figure 4 and explored in Tables 1 and 2. An electrostatics interface uses these voltages to show field stresses, which are illustrated in Figures 5 to 9.

Table 1. Foil terminal voltages (aligned with Figure 4)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Winding</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Volt</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 4. Voltage distribution in an interleaved foil unit

DISCUSSION
Voltage differences between adjacent foils (Table 2) are nonlinear, possibly due to strain capacitances with housing, which can in turn provoke unequal electric field stresses between element terminals. Highest stresses occur at bushings and connections to internal elements, where the draw lead has notable influence on local electric fields, as visible with de-normalised colouring in Figures 8 and 9. Foil element edges and corners can be folded, but can also be designed with bend radius in mind to limit local field stress.

Development Approach
COMSOL Multiphysics® is a powerful environment for development of models. It offers a choice of control flow, in creating a geometry: parameters and conditional statements are used for the geometry sequence in this study to improve its ease of development and readability; to allow various styles of model, and to let it be readily adapted and reconfigured. There is, however, only strict support for repetition in geometries (arrays only), and no support for either of these forms of control flow in definitions, on which materials, mesh, and boundary conditions can all be based.

CONCLUSIONS
Electrical field stresses are found to be:
1. strongest around terminals: in connecting elements to bushings and where bushings meet module housing;
2. between adjacent windings, due to voltage variation;
3. shared disproportionately by elements due to nonlinear voltage distribution across element foils;
4. prominent at foil corners and edges, validating a practise of folding corners and edges in manufacture;
5. influenced by foil fold turn severity, which suggests bend radius might best be maximised where possible;
6. heightened where terminals separate to interleave;
7. affected by having a draw lead, which validates documented wisdom [1] in support of even winding number designs to avoid the need for one.

The narrowness of foil windings contributes to the electric field stresses within a unit. It might be possible to choose winding designs which achieve a similar capacitance with broader turns (increased turn radius). Such design trade-offs could reduce stress and prolong capacitor design life.
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